
KETTLEBELL CIRCUIT FOR

RUNNERS
simple and effective conditioning
exercises to boost your running
performance

If you love running and would like to take this activity one step further to
a more competitive level, then simply going for a jog won’t be enough to
guarantee you a place on the podium in races. In fact, it is important to

develop strength and power along with endurance to be a well-rounded
runner and win over your competitors. 



As a runner, you need to work on your power and strength if you want to
succeed. Furthermore, circuits are great to develop endurance and accustom
your body to prolonged stress, so they are an essential part of every runner’s
training protocol.

CONDITIONING CIRCUIT FOR
RUNNERS USING KETTLEBELLS

Below you can find a
circuit to condition
your legs and
become a powerful
runner. 

INSTRUCTIONS
Repeat each exercise one after another until
you get to the last one. Then rest for 45
seconds. This is one circuit.
Repeat the whole circuit 4-8 times, depending
on fitness level.



Start by grabbing a kettlebell with each hand, then hold them from the handles
and place them sideways against your shoulders, with the palms facing each
other
Stand upright with your fed your knees to squat down
Once in a squat position, push through your feet to stand back up, whilst also
pressing the kettlebells above your head
Lower the kettlebells back to your shoulders. This is one repetition

1.

2.
3.

4.

DOUBLE THRUSTER
TECHNIQUE

REPS
Perform 10-12 repetitions

Hold one kettlebell using both hands, then stand up with your feet wider than
shoulder-width
Shift your weight to one leg, while extending out the other one and holding the
kettlebell at chest-height
Bend the knees of the leg you are standing on to lunge down
Without standing up completely, shift your body weight and the kettlebell to the
other leg to achieve a lunging position. This is one repetition

1.

2.

3.
4.

COSSACK SQUAT
TECHNIQUE

REPS
Repeat 8-12 times on each leg



REPS
Perform 10-20 repetitions

Stand upright whilst holding one kettlebell in front of you using both hands and
keeping the arms extended down
Hinge the hips back to move the kettlebell behind your legs
Using your glutes and hamstrings, and keeping the core engaged, pull the
kettlebell up, until it is in line with your face
Keeping the core engaged, move the kettlebell down to the original position. This
is one repetition

1.

2.
3.

4.

SWINGS
TECHNIQUE



REPS
Perform 10-15 repetitions on each leg.

Grab a kettlebell with each hand, then extend your arms down to hold them on
the side of your legs
Stand upright, then step forward with one leg, while keeping the other one in the
same place
Bend the knee of the front leg to lunge down
Pushing through the front foot and moving the back leg forward, bring yourself
back up into an upright position. This is one repetition
Repeat with the other leg

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

WALKING LUNGES
TECHNIQUE

As a runner, you must ensure to work on your strength
and power, along with endurance, in order to win over
your competitors in your next running race. Performing
this circuit a minimum of 2 times a week will help you
develop strength in your legs so that they can generate
more explosive power and enable you to run faster with
less effort. 

FINAL WORDS


